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Details of Visit:

Author: CherrySweetBoy
Location 2: Hatfield
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 19 Dec 2014 17:30
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 260
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: One2One Escorts
Website: http://www.one2one-escorts.co.uk
Phone: 07935022957

The Premises:

I have been to all but two (Kings Langley and St. Albans) of the 121 premises and I have been
impressed thus far. Location is convenient for car travel with a few places near to the A1. Not to
sure how close the train stations are but the towns are small so I reckon they can't be that far away.
Parking was not a problem and was free.

A few of the flats are spacious, which is a disadvantage occasionally when the spritely and playful
Jade escapes from my clutches and I am forcibly given an impromptu workout to resume my wicked
way with her.

The flats are situated in areas I felt are very discrete and respectable. I had no reservations with
looking out of place walking to the premises. Inside, the decor and facilities are well done and all the
flats felt very homely. Definitely a huge improvement to the just fit for purpose premises where Jade
used to work.

The Lady:

Jade's new pics are a true reflection of what a fantastic bod she has. Her cute little big bum (a
contradiction in terms but you will know what I mean when you see it for real) is a marvel to behold.
There need not be any doubts over the blurred face images as her face pairs well with her gorgeous
figure.

The Story:

The Hatfield flat was the location this occasion. On a previous visit to see Jade here I briefly met
Brooke, a pretty English brunette with a fantastic smile, who hinted that she would be happy to join
in with Jade and I. The pair did seem to get on well together, very well in fact!!

The event was excellent as always, with Jade looking so fine and sexily clothed with some lovely
lingerie and heels. She does have some quality garments in her extensive wardrobe.

Inbetween bouts, Jade was very easy to talk to and the banter flow was great. A note to oneself and
advice to others, step it back a bit with the verbal teasing when receiving a bj as she did make
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scissor gestures and she can be a biter too!!

As a bonus, I was treated to an extremely erotic show of nude exercises and stretches by the very
nubile Brazilian. She was willing to show me some naked Zumba on the condition that I would join
but she came to her senses when she realised she would be witness to my bits flapping about!!

Two hours passed by way too easily and it was time for the tedious two hour drive back home but
the time with Jade kept me grinning for a long time after.

Having just recovered from a bout of man flu, I am eager to see nurse Jade to get me back up to full
health but alas I am too late as she is flying back home for a few Brazilian weeks (probably equates
to a few months in real time). It will be a while before I make Jade sticky (not in the way you chaps
think) for her train journey home!! Ah well at least my funds have time to recuperate.

Boa viagem, Jade!! Have a great time and I hope your new pets enjoy their flight!!
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